INTRODUCTION
Computer visualization is a product of a high degree of integration of science and technology. As a regulation, computer visualization is concerned after artificial systems theory science. It is extracted from the picture representation.
The picture data may be obtained by using a variety of ways, such as a video sequence, from the plurality of cameras, or multi-dimensional view of the data from a medical scanner. As a technical regulation, the reason of computer visualization is to achieve the building of computer visualization systems by using the theories and models.
Conventional machine visualization system applications take in the following aspects:
(1) Control process (for example, industrial robots or autonomous vehicles); Very large applications of machine visualization in the image, such as the creation of 3-D computer graphics model data, frequently produce from the image data model through 3D aspects. Mainframe visualization is based on scene reconstruction, event detection, video tracking, target recognition, learning, indexing, motion estimation and image restoration Computer visualization is a diverse and moderately novel region. The most intimately connected to the field are image processing, image analysis and computer visualization.
These linked fields are built-in in the range of technologies and applications using the similar essential technology. Computer visualization tends to focus on one or more images.
COMPUTER VISUALIZATION METHOD
One of the most well-known application areas of computer visualization is medical image processing. The uniqueness of the request areas are the information extracted from a patient's medical diagnostic imaging data. usually, data may be from a microscopic image in the form of X-ray image or any another famous methods. The information can be extracted from these images, for example, detection of cancer arteriosclerosis, or other harmful changes. Data can also be from organ size, blood flow, and additional measuring, etc.
The major methods of computer visualization in medical image processing are classified as the following categories:
(1) Linear filtering;
(2) Principal component analysis; With the development of computer application technology, new methods are emerging. The level set method is widely used in the field of machine visualization. It is mostly the add to of image, denoising, segmentation, repair, tracking outstanding advantages. Curve development method is an application which needs the incline of the image information for active contour model. The model can extract complex shape of the target, and the main outline of the initial contour. The sensitivity is also reduced. For overcome the shortcomings of the level set function depends signed distance function, a new variational formula is used to remove the re-initialization step so as to get better the velocity of the curve evolution. Finally, it minimise the time complexity of the level set function.
Medical liver images, using the methods of machine visualization, are processed in this paper through a novel approach. The approach is mainly separated into the following steps:
A Machine Visualization-based Medical Image Processing Cardiac medical images obtained by special machines, contain rich texture and complexity of the information presented in the form of the liver itself. The machine visualization-based medical image processing includes four steps which are detailed illustrated as follows.
A.Step1: Smoothing
The usual image smoothing algorithm compromises Gaussian smoothing, the mean smoothing and Gabor smoothing. Gaussian smoothing uses a Gaussian function. The method uses a Gaussian purpose to constitute a low-pass filter in the frequency domain.
B.Step2: Mean Filtering
The mean filtering algorithm is based on the proposed approaches from Duda and Hart. These approaches use error square dynamic clustering method to process the picture.
C. Step 3: Enhancing
Cardiac medical image texture has a riches data. Image enhancement not only straight relates to liver detail enhancement, but also considers the entire texture data outcome in a positive sense.
D. Step 4: Restoration
The image restore is the final stage. Image restoration algorithm is based on machine visualization, not only of the structural characteristics, but also for the texture information which has to been grasped. The tests are based on cardiac medical images. The proposed method has been adopted on processing these images. Matlab 2009 has been used for this purpose. 
RESULTS
Using the planned smoothing and filtering algorithms, Figure ( 2) presents four images from different dimensions obtained after the smoothing and filtering of the projected algorithm for image processing. The above two is the images obtained following the smoothing algorithm. It can be seen that the image is positive and negative results after the smoothing which has minimized a lot of noises. In addition, the positive and negative for smoothing is because that all the information of the image of the liver may be presented, specially vascular and cardiac subtle texture. If the single always smooth used, some important information might be ignored.
Figure2. Images after Smoothing and Filtering
The two images from the bottom in Figure 2 are color images after filtering. Compared with the on top of two figures, wherein the texture feature, specially arteries and major texture region are prominent features out. This is since the filtering not simply uses filtering algorithm pixel filter to proceed the image. And the squared mistakes and noise of the pixel cluster is measured. Thus, the center area of image texture characteristics is highlighted.
Figure 3 (a) Images after Enhancement; (b) Images after Restoration
As can be seen from the Figure ( 2), the disturbed regions are more concentrated following filtering through a description of the distance image. This methodology not only amplifies the information area, but also obtains more feature values from the observation. Figure 3 (a) shows a color effect after the image enhancement using the projected enhancement algorithm. It can be seen that the image focus areas and prominent feature
CONCLUSION
This manuscript presents a methods for medical color image processing. This method has simple four steps. For the initial processing, the smoothing algorithm is to reduce noise. Then smooth the image is addressed by the filter algorithm which performs in the filtering process. The application of the image distance difference method is to boosted the filtering effect. then, the image enhancement algorithm applies weighted enhanced images of various regions. lastly, restoration algorithm is used to reinstate the color images of the liver. The experimental results show that the projected four-step method can be efficiently used to attain a good image expected effect.
